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On the Random Oracle Hypothesis 
STUART A. KURTZ* 
Department of Mathematics, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois 60637 
Two counterexamples to the random oracle hypothesis as formalized by Bennett 
and Gill (1975, SlAM Y. Comput. 10, 96-113), are given. Then the future of the 
random oracle hypothesis in light of these examples i discussed. It is believed that 
these examples will severely test any new candidate for a formal random oracle 
hypothesis. 
1. THE RANDOM ORACLE HYPOTHESIS 
To show that a certain nontrivial relation can hold among relativized 
computational complexity classes, one typical ly constructs an oracle whose 
sole purpose is to force this relation. The Baker -Gi l l -So lovay (1975) results 
are of this form. Such results often fail to shed much light on the 
unrelativized classes, because of the intentional nature of the oracles so 
constructed. This is unfortunate, because our pr imary interest is usually the 
unrelativized case. It is hard to imagine a more "unintentional" oracle than a 
random one. In the words of Bennett and Gill: 
random oracles, by their very structurelessness, appear more benign and less likely 
to distort he relations among complexity classes than the other oracles used in 
complexity theory and recursive function theory, which are usually designed 
expressly to help or frustrate some class of computations. 
This led Bennett and Gill to formulate the random oracle hypothesis. 
Intuitively, this hypothesis states that any "acceptable" statement about 
relativized computational complexity classes which holds with probabil i ty 
one relative to a random oracle also holds in the unrelativized case. 
We restrict ourselves to "acceptable" statements to avoid counterexamples 
in the form of such incompletely relativized statements as P = pA or "A is 
recursive." (These examples are drawn from Bennett and Gill.) The primary 
difficulty in stating a precise random oracle hypothesis lies in rigorously 
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formulating what is meant by an "acceptable" statement. Bennett and Gill do 
so in the following manner: 
Let (¢Ix: i~  m) be an acceptable numeration of the partial recursive 
functions relative to the oracle X. We say that a natural number i is a 
uniform index if the function ~i x is total and zero-one valued for all oracles 
X. 
DEFINITION 1. Let I be a set of uniform indices. The A-parameterized 
class of languages C] = {{a: ¢~{(a) = 1 }: i E I} is an acceptable relativized 
class iff: 
(1) for every oracle A, the class C A is invariant under 
pA-isomorphisms, i.e., if f is a 1-I onto function such that both fandf  -1 are 
computable in polynomial time from oracle A, and if L is any language, then 
L C C~ i f f f (L)  E C]; and 
(2) the class C~ is invariant under polynomial time Turing 
equivalences of the oracle set, i.e., if B E pA and A E pB then C~ -= C/B. 
DEFINITION 2. Let J be a parameterized set of ordered k-tuples of 
uniform indices. The A-parameterized class RJ of k-tuples of languages 
indexed by the members of J is an acceptable relativized class iff: 
(1) for every oracle A the relation RJ is invariant under 
pA-isomorphisms, i.e., if f is a pA-isomorphism then (L, M,..., Q)E  Rff iff 
(f(L),f(M),...,f(Q)) E R A'J, and 
(2) R] is invariant under polynomial time Turing equivalences of the 
oracle set. 
DEFINITION 3. An A-parameterized statement S A is an acceptable 
relativized statement if it is definable in quantificational logic using: 
(1) bound variables denoting uniformly A-recursive languages; 
(2) acceptable relativized relations on these variables; and 
(3) logical operators AND, NOT, etc. 
This definition enabled Bennett and Gill to state the following precise 
formalization of the random oracle hypothesis. Let S A be any acceptable 
relativized statement. The corresponding unrelativized statement S e is true if 
and only if S A is true with probability one for random A. 
This hypothesis is formulated so as to be able to talk about classes of 
languages such as P, NP, PSPACE, as well as more complex notions such as 
p-immunity. In light of Bennett and Gill's result that P~4: NP A with 
probability one for random oracles A, this would imply that P ~ NP. 
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2. THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE COUNTEREXAMPLES 
Consider the following function CA: {0, 1}*-~ {0, 1}* given by ~A(a)= 
A (a 1) A (a 10) ... A (a101°1 - 1), where juxtaposition denotes concatenation. 
We use CA to define the languages RANGE A and CORANGE A as follows: 
(1) RANGE A = {a: (3t)[~(r) = a]}; and 
(2) CORANGE A = {a: a ~ RANGE A }. 
THEOREM 4 (Bennett and Gill (1981)). CORANGEAGNp A with 
probability one relative to a random oracle A. 
Close analysis of the proof of Theorem 4 shows that the only properties of 
NP A required for the proof of this theorem are: 
(1) it is a class of uniformly A-recursive languages, i.e., there is a set I 
of uniform indices for NPA; 
(2) it is finitely patchable with respect o the oracle, i.e., if A is a finite 
characteristic function and f: 0 -4  ~ is given by 
f(A)(a) =A(a) if a E domain(A), 
= A (a) otherwise. 
then for all i there exists a j  (C I) independent of A such that NP((A)= NP;; 
(3) it is finitely patchable with respect o initial segments of uniformly 
A-recursive languages, i.e., for every m E ~o, language NP~, and A-recursive 
characteristic function ¢A which is total for all A, there exists a j such that 
for all oracles A and inputs a, 
NPJ(a) = qiA(a) if ]a I < m, 
= NP~(o) otherwise; 
(4) for each i there is a polynomial Pi such that a C NP A depends on 
at most pi([al) many values of A. 
Thus, we can state 
THEOREM 5. [f M n = {M~: i C co} is a class of uniformly A-reeursive 
languages, finitely patchable with respect o the oracle and with respect o 
initial segments of uniformly A-recursive languages, such that for each i 
there is a polynomial pi such that a ~ M~ depends on at most pt(ta]) many 
values of A, then with probability one, CORANGE A ~ M A. 
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A slightly different version of the proof of the Bennett and Gill theorem 
can be found in our survey paper (Kurtz, to appear). 
Notice that RANGE A C NP A for all oracles A. 
3. COUNTEREXAMPLES TO THE RANDOM ORACLE HYPOTHESIS 
We now present wo types of counterexamples to the formal version of the 
random oracle hypothesis presented in Section 1. 
(1) Consider the two relativized classes: 
(a) PSPACEA: the class of languages computable in polynomial 
space oracle from A; and 
(b) PQUERYA: the class of languages computable in polynomial 
space from oracle A using a polynomially bounded number of oracle calls; 
this class of languages was first studied by Book (1981). (In the preliminary 
version of this paper (in "Proc. Annual ACM Sympos. Theory Comput.," 
1982, we referred to this language as PSPACEPOLYORACLE). 
One can easily see that PSPACE A and PQUERY A are acceptable 
relativized classes. Given a recognizer for a language L in either class, as 
one can construct he machine which on input a computes f - l (a ) ,  and then 
applies the recognizer for L to it. Such a machine is easily seen to be in the 
class in question, and to recognize f(L). Polynomial isomorphisms of the 
oracle also present no problem, as one can construct a machine which 
simulates the old machine, except hat whenever the old machine attempts to 
query the oracle about r, f ( r )  is computed, and the query to f(A) is made 
about f(r). 
In the unrelativized case it is clear that PSPACE~=PQUERY e. 
However, CORANGEA ~ PQUERY A with probability one by Theorem 5. 
As PQUERY A is closed under complementation, this means that 
RANGE A ~ PQUERY A with probability one. However, as PSPACE A D Np A 
for all A, we see that RANGEAEPSPACE A for all A. Hence with 
probability one, PQUERY A 4:PSPACE A. This contradicts the random 
oracle hypothesis. It should be pointed out that many similar counterex- 
amples can be constructed using this idea of bounding oracle calls. Other 
similar examples are EXPTIME A vs. EXPTIMEPOLYORACLE A, 
ELEMENTARYREC A vs. ELEMENTARYRECPOLYORACLE A, etc. 
(2) Consider the two relativized classes: 
(a) p3sat,A: the class of languages computable in polynomial time 
from the oracle A, with the aid of a "subroutine" which solves 3sat where a 
one time unit cost is associated with every call to the 3sat subroutine (3sat is 
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the satisfiability problem for Boolean formulae in conjunctive normal form 
with three literals per clause, a well-known NP complete problem); and 
(b) NPA: the class of languages computable in polynomial time 
by a nondeterministic Turing machine with oracle A. 
As above, it is easily seen that p3sat,A and NP A are acceptable relativized 
classes. In the unrelativized case it is clear from the NP completeness of 3sat 
that p3satD NP (presumably this containment is strict for p3sat includes 
co-NP). By Theorem 5, CORANGEA ~ p3sat,A with probability one. As 
p3sat,A is closed under complementation, this means that RANGE A ~ p3sat,A 
with probability one. However, RANGE A is always in NP A. Thus, with 
probability one, p3sat,A ~ Npn, contradicting the random oracle hypothesis. 
Again, similar counterexamples can be found using this idea as well. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
At this point we must decide whether or not the examples of Section 2 are 
counterexamples to the random oracle hypothesis (as it is informally 
understood), or merely to our formulation of it. There are differing opinions 
on this. However, any resurrection of the random oracle hypothesis must 
take into account the offending classes--PQUERY A and p3sat,A 
presumably by excluding them from the acceptable relativized classes. We 
believe that this will be difficult to do. 
According to a brief and admittedly unscientific poll, most computational 
complexity theorists feel that the relativized classes PQUERY A and p3sat,A 
are "unnatural." Furthermore, attempts to resurrect he random oracle 
hypothesis can exploit the "unnaturality" of these classes. We are 
sympathetic to this view, although we do not subscribe to it ourselves. 
Indeed, we would like to argue that these examples are not as unnatural as it 
might first seem. 
Bennett feels that PQUERY A is unacceptable because full access to the 
oracle is denied. This is true, but not, we feel, unnatural. The motivating idea 
behind complexity theory is that certain resources are valuable, and, 
therefore, we should attempt to discover algorithms which minimize 
consumption of these resources. As time and space are valuable, to both 
humans and computers, it is entirely reasonable to consider classes which 
restrict consumption of one or both of these resources. In relativized 
complexity classes, another resource is involved, namely, the oracle itself. 
While we do not normally think of calls to the oracle as expending anything 
of value, an oracle might, for example, consist of empirical data which must 
be obtained by performing lengthy and difficult experiments. It is 
conceivable that the cost associated with some experiment might utterly 
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dominate the total cost of the computation. (e.g., it is possible that some 
questions about medicine might be answered using seconds of computer time 
to analyze experimental data collected over lifetimes.) Thus, restricting the 
number of calls to the oracle is no less unnatural than the oracle was in the 
first place. In fact, a beautiful and satisfying theory based on restricting 
access to the oracle has already been largely discovered, see Book (1981), 
Book and Wrathall (1981), and, particularly, Book, Long, and Selman (in 
press). 
For p3sat,A we have a different reason for defending "naturalness." The 
whole notion of relativized computations seems to boil down to asking the 
rhetorical question "but what if I could compute X?" The class pasat evolves 
from asking precisely this sort of question which is already admitted to be 
"natural." We do not know how, and presumably are unable, to compute 
3sat in polynomial time, but p3sat is just the class that would arise if we 
could. Bennett and others have objected to p3sat,A as not being a "totally 
relativized class," as we relativize "P" without relativizing "3sat." This is 
true, but it is difficult to see how to make the objection precise. After all, if 
we had a subroutine to perform multiplication, we would not want its 
answers to be influenced by an oracle. However, a subroutine for 3sat 
performs a certain concrete action which is not dissimilar to multiplication, 
and which we presumably would not want to be influenced by an oracle. 
Our response to Bennett's objection can perhaps best be phrased in 
algebraic terms. One method of defining a class of functions involves 
specifying certain initial functions and closure operations. One then 
considers the smallest class containing these initial functions which is closed 
under the closure operations. For example, the class of partial recursive 
functions is the smallest class containing successor and projection which is 
closed under the operations of composition, primitive recursion with 
parameters, and search (~). (This is, of course, Kleene's g-recursion.) The 
relativization of such a class to an oracle A is morely the smallest class 
containing the initial functions and the characteristic function of A which is 
closed under the original closure operations. Our class pasat is easily seen to 
be the smallest class containing 3sat which is closed under polynomial time 
Turing reductions. The class p3sat,A is also easily seen to be the smallest 
class containing 3sat and the characteristic function of A which is closed 
under polynomial time Turing reductions. Our point is that relativizing an 
initial function is meaningless. What is meaningful is the way the oracle and 
the initial functions interact hrough the closure operations. 
In p3sat,A, the oracle and 3sat can already interact o a great extent. Thus, 
even if one succeeds in supplying a reasonable answer to what 3sat A is--we 
propose 3sat where literals may be membership questions about A-- i t  is 
likely that this answer will already be in p3sat,z  as our candidate is. Thus 
the class pasatA,A will be the same as p3sat,A. 
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It must be said that we have a very different view of random oracles than 
Bennett and Gill, and we freely admit that this influences our attitude 
towards the random oracle hypothesis. Bennett and Gill believe that a 
random oracle is "benign" because it is "structureless." We believe that 
random oracles are extremely powerful. Our experience is drawn from the 
study of random sets from the perspective of recursive function theory, where 
the following properties have all been shown to hold with probability one 
relative to a random set A: 
(1) Martin (unpublished), Petri (Zvonkin and Levin, 1970): there is a 
function f< A which is not dominated by any recursive function, i.e., if ~ is 
recursive, then f(n) > ~(n) infinitely often; 
(2) Kurtz (1981): there is a set B <TA in which A is recursively 
enumerable; (this suggests that random sets are computationally at least as 
complex as r.e. sets.) 
(3) Kurtz (1981): there is a 1-generic set G <TA. A 1-generic set is 
complicated in a way that is not compatible with randomness or recur- 
siveness. This implies a result of V'jugin (1976); 
(4) Kurtz (1981): the theory of the ordering of the Turing degrees 
below A is nonrecursive, (it seems likely that this theory is of degree 0 (°~), 
the degree of the theory of true first-order arithmetic.) 
These results talk only about what happens below a random oracle. To 
some extent, this appears irrelevant o the random oracle hypothesis, as the 
hypothesis speaks only of what happens above a random oracle. 
Nevertheless, these results do challenge the underlying philosophy of the 
random oracle hypothesis--as the random oracle is revealed as a powerful 
computational object by these theorems. There is (at least) one result of 
considerable interest from recursive function theory that does speak about 
the degrees above a random oracle: 
(5) Shore (to appear): if the theory of the Turing degrees above a 
degree d is elementarily equivalent to the theory of the degrees above 0, the 
degree of the recursive sets, then d is an arithmetic degree. 
Random oracles are not arithmetical, therefore, we see that a very weak 
form of the homogeneity conjecture between random 0 fails. 
These and other (more technical) results suggest to us that random oracles 
are extremely powerful. What remains open is whether or not this immense 
power can be exploited by rather low-level means of computation. 
As a final observation, it is interesting to note that the hypotheses of 
Theorem 5 are far stronger than is necessary to obtain the desired result. 
Indeed, the following is easily seen to be true from the proof of Theorem 5: 
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THEOREM 6. I f  M A ---- {M{: i C co } is a class of uniformly A-recursive 
languages, finitely patchable with respect to the oracle and with respect o 
initial segments of uniformly A-recursive languages, such that for each i 
there is a function f .  such that 
(1) inf{f/(n)/2"} = 0; and 
(2) cr ~ M A depends on at most fi(lcrl) many values of A, 
then with probability one, CORANGE A ~ M A. 
This suggests yet another, albeit ambitious, way one might hope to find 
counterexamples to the random oracle hypothesis. The random oracle 
hypothesis, together with Theorem 6, implies that the solution of any 
NP-complete problem requires "something like" exponential time. Thus, if 
one could solve some NP-complete problem in some time such as 2 TM n) for 
some polynomial  p, this would provide a very convincing counterexample to 
the hypothesis which would probably destroy it beyond hope of reclamation. 
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